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Preface
The No Strings Attached Show was

allowing us to record the entire config from

recently invited to the Cisco real world labs

start to finish. On our test code this

in Richfield, Ohio to get a behind the

command is currently only available via

scenes looks into some new and exciting

CLI but will be made available in the GUI

technologies. One of these is targeted

on 8.0 code.

precisely at extremely High Density
wireless deployments, such as you would
find in stadium environments. This
technology allows you to modify the
default threshold at which the Access
Point radio starts to acknowledge the Start
Of Packet (SOP) frame transmitted from a

In order to maintain testing integrity, the
hosts of the No Strings Attached show
were not financially compensated in any
fashion for the authoring of this whitepaper. Our travel and accommodations
were covered by Cisco, and the No Strings

wireless client.

Attached Show received 4x 2702 Access

We ensured that throughout the testing

continue to do further testing with. These

that there were no ‘hidden commands’ or

were divided equally between show hosts.

Points (two internal, and two external) to

pre-production hardware or software
components being used. In short, we
wanted to make sure that what we saw,
you, the reader, could go get your hands
on. The code was publicly available on
CCO at the time of the testing, and the fine
folks at Richfield actually did a ‘clear
config’ on the WLC before we started,
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DISCLAIMER
THIS OPTION MUST BE USED VERY CAREFULLY AND WITH CAUTION. MISUSE OF
THIS OPTION CAN CAUSE SEVERE PERFORMANCE ISSUES WITH YOUR WIRELESS IMPLEMENTATION. It should only be used in conjunction with a well known design to solve
very specific problems when you understand the coverage and usage requirements of the
network. You should NOT use RX-SOP to try and fix a bad implementation, or an implementation that has not had a proper site survey.
The No Strings Attached Show cannot stress enough the importance of treading very
lightly with this feature. If you modify these values based on recommendations in this document and run into problems, you should undo them immediately! Don’t call TAC and expect them to support you quite yet, especially if you do not have a deep understanding of
what you expect this feature to do.
With that said, let’s continue on and learn about RX-SOP and see the results we saw.
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What is RX-SOP?
In order to understand RX-SOP you first

collectively referred to as RX-SOP. This is

need to understand the basics of Co-

typically a function of CCA but this new

Channel Interference as well as Clear

feature allows us to deviate from this and

Channel Assessment. NSA Show highly

artificially create boundaries on our cells to

recommends the CWAP Study Guide from

help mitigate challenges from significant

CWNP to really fully understand all the

Co-Channel Interference, which is two or

details about wireless packet structures

more radios on the same channel, a

but let’s just give a high level here. As you

pervasive challenge in extremely high

know wireless is a Carrier Sense Multiple

density environments. This technology

Access Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA)

allows us to reduce the Access Point’s

based technology. This means that we

radio sensitivity to interference and noise

need to do a carrier sense to detect

and can, eﬀectively, reduce Channel

transmissions as well as a clear channel

Utilization (CU). This means that if you

assessment (CCA) and Network Allocation

have good channel separation, and

Vector (NAV) to detect energy on the

minimal to no Co-Channel Interference,

channel and make a determination if it is

this option will do nothing for you. You

idle or not. This is a transmit hold oﬀ

must have two radios on the same channel

function. But every receiver also has the

for this option to be useful.

ability to have a setting which says the
energy needs to be above a certain
threshold to even decode the packet. This
is called the Start of Packet (SOP).

It should be noted that RX-SOP
configurations are supported on AP1600,
AP2600, AP2700, AP3500, AP3600,
AP3700 and AP1550 platforms only.

This modification in how the Access Point
Receives (RX) the Start Of Packet (SOP) is
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The Problem It Solves
What exactly is the problem that RX-SOP

open space. If we are operating on 2.4GHz

is trying to solve? As we mentioned earlier

we only have 3 available channels to use:

this all boils down to the Co-Channel

1, 6, and 11. At some point in time we will

Interference (CCI) issues that have been

have channel re-use and overlap which is

increasing over the past few years. As our

going to create CCI. If the AP is detecting

wireless networks grow from a coverage

energy on it’s channel and it is not directly

model to a density model we need to be

serving that client it does still need to wait,

smarter with our channel and frequency

this is a shared medium remember.

re-use. This is particularly a big issue in
large venues like stadiums and

Now lets look at the Free Space

conventions.

Exponential Path Loss values for two APs

Take for

APs that

example

are talking

on the same channel. If we have those two

this AP

to two

1

placement

distinct

concept.
We have

clients

11

11

you can

four APs

see what

that are

happens. Client 1 talking to AP1 has its

installed in

6

desired signal strength and signal to noise

an open

ratio. Client 2 however does not, it most

rectangular

likely is being hit with CCI and is not

room. Assume there are no walls, just
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getting its signal to noise ratio that it needs to decode.
By allowing a network architect to tune the RX-SOP packet we can minimize the CCI
impact instead of relying on powering the AP down and shrinking the cell size. If we tell
the AP to not decode any packets that have a signal strength less than -80dBm for
example we eﬀectively turn a deaf ear to that signal and assume none of the packets are
destined for that AP.

There are three regions that can be seen from the relationship between CCA and SOP
Level and throughput. These three regions represent expected throughput due to
configuration of RX-SOP values.
1. Sharing Limited Region - Large contention cells cause channel sharing for co-channel
and oﬀ-channel devices.
2. SINR Limited Region - Region of maximum dedicated throughput because devices are
no longer sharing the channel and the throughput is limited only by CIR.
3. Cut Oﬀ Region - Region where clients begin to be cut oﬀ from APs due to too high of
RX-SOP setting.
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How to Configure &
Test RX-SOP

“With great power comes great
responsibility.” - Voltaire, Œuvres de
Voltaire, Volume 48

In release 7.6MR2 the RX-SOP

side but not on the 5GHz side if that works

configuration is performed via the CLI and

best for your design. RX-SOP can be

not available in the GUI. RX-SOP is

configured in any increment between -100

configured and enabled per frequency.

and -60, or 0 for disabled. There is not a

This allows you to enable it on the 2.4GHz

best practices deployment guide for
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setting this value. During our testing we

values range from ‘Auto’ to ‘100 dBm up

found that changing the value in

to 60dBm’. Remember, when you set a

increments of 1 would greatly sway our

value, you create a ‘hard edge’ to the cell

data. To enable RX-SOP the following

and eﬀectively cut oﬀ the radios inclination

command is issued:

to hear a packet. Aside from blind

config 802.11a rx-sop threshold <value>
config 802.11b rx-sop threshold <value>

troubleshooting 82 diﬀerent values to see
what works best for you, you can come up
with a reasonably good starting point by
determining how well two of your typical

What if you only want this to be applied to

Access Points, on the same channel, can

a certain area? Maybe you only want this

hear each other. The most eﬀective way to

to be enabled in your high density

do this is to identify two Access Points on

auditoriums or conference areas and not

the same channel that are representative

your standard oﬃce areas? RX-SOP can

of ‘typically’ impacted by CCI in your

also be configured via RF Profiles. First

environment. Without relocating them,

create your new RF Profile for your

convert one to Workgroup Bridge Mode

auditorium and then run the following

using the autonomous IOS image. Join

command:

that AP to your targeted Access Point
using the parent command to select the

config rf-profile rx-sop threshold

specific radio. From the CLI issue the

<value>

following command:

Now you can assign this RF Profile

show dot11 assoc <mac>

accordingly to limit the impact of RX-SOP.
Read the Signal Strength in the output and
But let’s step back for a second, while the

use that value as a good starting point

command is simple to run what value do

once you’re ready to modify the default RX-

you use? Therein lies the million dollar

SOP values.

question.
If using a Workgroup Bridge Mode AP is
One of the most challenging pieces of

not practical in your deployment for testing

modifying your RXSOP from it’s default

you can also use the Wireless LAN

values is selecting a place to start. The

Controller Configuration Analyzer, WLCCA,
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to get a ballpark of whether you should

RX-SOP can be enabled globally for all

use low, medium, or high by looking at the

APs by browsing to Wireless ->

compensated heard power. After you have

Advanced from the WLC GUI. From here

made your change in RX-SOP you can

you can select one of the profiles to use

again use WLCCA to compare the before

globally for all APs.

and after show-run. The configuration with
RX-SOP should see a fairly dramatic drop
in channel utilization as well as fewer RF
neighbors.
As of 8.0 a more simplified approach is
taken to enabling RX-SOP in addition to
the advanced CLI method. However, the
same care must be taken and understand
that the risk still exists using these

To apply the RX-SOP threshold to a certain

commands.

RF-Profile navigate to Wireless -> RF-

There are 4 predefined levels which can be
selected via the GUI to manage your RX-

Profiles and select the RF-Profile you wish
to modify.

SOP configuration. These values represent
safe values that can be used across
various deployments. The following table
shows the default values as of 8.0 code:
High

Medium

Low

Auto

2.4 GHz

-79 dBm -82 dBm -85 dBm

Radio
Default

5 GHz

-76 dBm -78 dBm -80 dBm

Radio
Default

There are two ways of enabling RX-SOP
on 8.0 code: globally and via RF-Profiles.
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Did it Help?
Now that we have explained what RX-SOP is, what the problem is that it is solving, and
how to configure it we need to answer the question did it actually help? By setting up RXSOP and going through multiple iterations of testing did we actually see any improvement
in our test scenario? The simplest test to show RX-SOP is to place two APs within earshot
on the same channel as shown in the image below. AP1 and AP2 are both hanging from
the ceiling with Client 1 (C1) and Client 2 (C2) located close to their APs. Each AP was
operating on the same channel and power level.
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To answer that question lets look at a throughput graph prior to enabling RX-SOP of a
single client on each of the two APs.

As you can see from the image the blue client is starving the red client and commanding
the channel. Now what happens when we enable RX-SOP with a value of -85 in our
example?

Notice how each client is now fairly close in terms of throughput? By enabling RX-SOP for
these APs we have allowed the network to try to normalize the usage for each client and
provide a similar experience to both. In order for us to find this value we performed
multiple diﬀerent iterations of changing the RX-SOP threshold up and down trying to tune
in the network. This is an extremely important item to remember, we can’t stress enough
the importance of testing to ensure there are no negative impacts like we mentioned in the
disclaimer.
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As an example we set RX-SOP to -60, an extremely low value and unrealistic value to ever
use.

While it appears to still be an improvement on not having RX-SOP enabled at all you can
still see how the red client was commanding the channel and performing better than the
blue client.
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Summary
In the end what we walked away from this
testing with RX-SOP is that this can be a
very useful tuning mechanism for use in
high density environments such as
stadiums. By tuning this value correctly it
can mean the diﬀerence between a
successful deployment and a dissatisfied
end user experience. The key to the tuning
process is finding a good way to measure
your cell performance by using repeatable
tests from reputable tools like Ixia Chariot.
Collecting the aggregate throughput from
both cells simultaneously, modifying the

Sam’s Take
Cisco has clearly demonstrated the power
of some very complex configuration
options. While you should tread very
carefully with the RX-SOP configuration
capabilities, if you're tackling very high
density deployments, it is critical to
understand and use this feature to ensure
that you maximize the throughput potential
for your wireless cells.
Blake’s Take

RX-SOP threshold value and re-measuring

High Density designs are everywhere these

throughput. This is the only sure way to

days, and sometimes in places you

empirically validate that your eﬀorts have

wouldn’t ever think would be considered

been fruitful.

HD. Successful deployments require fine

We need to reiterate the fact that this is a
very highly technical command. This
command is not something to be used
lightly and should not be used if you don’t
fully understand the implications of doing

tuning and RX-SOP definitely provides yet
another tool in the toolbox to get a design
working properly. But this requires multiple
tuning iterations and needs to be
understood prior to using.

so.
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Appendix A - Controller
Configuration
config license boot base
config sysname NSA-Show
config 802.11a cac voice sip bandwidth 64 sample-interval 20
config 802.11a cac voice sip codec g711 sample-interval 20
config 802.11a rate disabled 6
config 802.11a rate disabled 9
config 802.11a cleanair alarm device enable 802.11-nonstd
config 802.11a cleanair alarm device enable 802.11-inv
config 802.11a cleanair alarm device enable jammer
config 802.11a cleanair enable
config 802.11a rx-sop threshold 65456
config advanced probe limit 2 500
config advanced 802.11a channel add 36
config advanced 802.11a channel add 40
config advanced 802.11a channel add 44
config advanced 802.11a channel add 48
config advanced 802.11a channel add 52
config advanced 802.11a channel add 56
config advanced 802.11a channel add 60
config advanced 802.11a channel add 64
config advanced 802.11a channel add 149
config advanced 802.11a channel add 153
config advanced 802.11a channel add 157
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config advanced 802.11a channel add 161
config advanced probe-limit 2 500
config advanced 802.11b channel add 1
config advanced 802.11b channel add 6
config advanced 802.11b channel add 11
config country US
config switchconfig strong-pwd lockout attempts mgmtuser 3
config switchconfig strong-pwd lockout time mgmtuser 5
config interface port management 1
config interface address management 192.168.0.10 255.255.255.0 192.168.0.1
config interface dhcp management primary 192.168.0.1
config interface vlan management 111
config interface dhcp service-port enable
config interface address virtual 1.1.1.1
config interface port clients 1
config interface nasid Cisco_db:97:a4 clients
config interface address dynamic-interface clients 192.168.1.10 255.255.255.0 192.168.1.1
config interface create clients 100
config interface dhcp dynamic-interface clients primary 192.168.1.1
config interface vlan clients 100
config sessions timeout 160
config flow add monitor Prime-Mon record ipv4_client_app_flow_record
config flow add monitor Prime-Mon exporter Prime
config flow create monitor Prime-Mon
config flow create exporter Prime 192.168.0.11 port 9991
config wlan session-timeout 1 0
config wlan exclusionlist 1 60
config wlan broadcast-ssid enable 1
config wlan session-timeout 2 1800
config wlan exclusionlist 2 60
config wlan broadcast-ssid enable 2
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config wlan interface 1 clients
config wlan interface 2 clients
config wlan mfp client enable 1
config wlan create 1 Wink Wink
config wlan avc 1 visibility enable
config wlan flow 1 monitor Prime-Mon enable
config wlan nasid Cisco_db:97:a4 1
config wlan wmm allow 1
config wlan mfp client enable 2
config wlan create 2 Wink24 Wink24
config wlan avc 2 visibility enable
config wlan flow 2 monitor Prime-Mon enable
config wlan nasid Cisco_db:97:a4 2
config wlan wmm allow 2
config wlan security wpa akm psk set-key hex encrypt 1 9e1f48207e75219ac19f130c886b7bca
31eb52d0bb8cc48a5fa52af01d8b51cc8e525e60 48
fce252e016512a8113036e560c3ee9a153c3a531837bc4e4d1031fcd642f39659961459fcb9621f19b56cd59f1e
cdfe500000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000 1
config wlan security wpa akm psk enable 1
config wlan security wpa akm 802.1x disable 1
config wlan security wpa enable 1
config wlan security web-auth server-precedence 1 local radius ldap
config wlan security wapi akm psk set-key hex encrypt 1 9e1f48207e75219ac19f130c886b7bca
31eb52d0bb8cc48a5fa52af01d8b51cc8e525e60 48
fce252e016512a8113036e560c3ee9a153c3a531837bc4e4d1031fcd642f39659961459fcb9621f19b56cd59f1e
cdfe500000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000 1
config wlan security wpa akm psk set-key hex encrypt 1 29cb0b71659e970a9d47395262baecfd
3a1794711c02bd68c81ce34e7fb13e601e78dcdf 48
32c706bf9f2d45c739fee741def608181f6ab58678378740eb22a9b06cd372f6d66b3bf2c1a9ea5c6e143e4299e
bd42500000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000 2
config wlan security wpa akm psk enable 2
config wlan security wpa akm 802.1x disable 2
config wlan security wpa enable 2
config wlan security web-auth server-precedence 2 local radius ldap
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config wlan security wapi akm psk set-key hex encrypt 1 29cb0b71659e970a9d47395262baecfd
3a1794711c02bd68c81ce34e7fb13e601e78dcdf 48
32c706bf9f2d45c739fee741def608181f6ab58678378740eb22a9b06cd372f6d66b3bf2c1a9ea5c6e143e4299e
bd42500000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000 2
config wlan radio 1 802.11a-only
config wlan radio 1 802.11a
config wlan radio 2 802.11bg
config wlan enable 1
config wlan enable 2
config mobility group domain nsa-show
config certificate generate webadmin
config network telnet enable
config network rf-network-name nsa-show
config network multicast l2mcast disable service-port
config network multicast l2mcast disable virtual
config mdns profile service add default-mdns-profile AirPrint
config mdns profile service add default-mdns-profile AirTunes
config mdns profile service add default-mdns-profile AppleTV
config mdns profile service add default-mdns-profile HP_Photosmart_Printer_1
config mdns profile service add default-mdns-profile HP_Photosmart_Printer_2
config mdns profile service add default-mdns-profile Printer
config mdns profile create default-mdns-profile
config mdns service origin all AirPrint
config mdns service query enable AirPrint
config mdns service create AirPrint _ipp._tcp.local. origin all lss disable query enable
config mdns service origin all AirTunes
config mdns service query enable AirTunes
config mdns service create AirTunes _raop._tcp.local. origin all lss disable query enable
config mdns service origin all AppleTV
config mdns service query enable AppleTV
config mdns service create AppleTV _airplay._tcp.local. origin all lss disable query enable
config mdns service origin all HP_Photosmart_Printer_1
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config mdns service query enable HP_Photosmart_Printer_1
config mdns service create HP_Photosmart_Printer_1 _universal._sub._ipp._tcp.local. origin all lss disable
query enable
config mdns service origin all HP_Photosmart_Printer_2
config mdns service query enable HP_Photosmart_Printer_2
config mdns service create HP_Photosmart_Printer_2 _cups._sub._ipp._tcp.local. origin all lss disable query
enable
config mdns service origin all Printer
config mdns service query enable Printer
config mdns service create Printer _printer._tcp.local. origin all lss disable query enable
config database size 2048
config 802.11b 11gsupport enable
config 802.11b cac voice sip bandwidth 64 sample-interval 20
config 802.11b cac voice sip codec g711 sample-interval 20
config 802.11b rate disabled 1
config 802.11b rate disabled 2
config 802.11b rate disabled 5.5
config 802.11b rate disabled 11
config 802.11b rate disabled 6
config 802.11b rate disabled 9
config 802.11b rate mandatory 12
config 802.11b cleanair alarm device enable 802.11-inv
config 802.11b cleanair alarm device enable 802.11-nonstd
config 802.11b cleanair alarm device enable jammer
config 802.11b cleanair enable
config 802.11b disable network
config ap packet-dump capture-time 10
config ap packet-dump truncate 0
config ap packet-dump buﬀer-size 2048
config ap mgmtuser add encrypt username admin password 1 a37c9d4ﬀ7554ad6c6fb217ee7760730
805121865dee2464feb68a9df0f9309cc772747e 16
2f293fb6c380fa7c6fb7b4ad6b998eb70000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000
2431243339567324696b5678736446435a3361596a4662334852466244300000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 secret encrypt
2431246f375962246f6854746d3946456b38766672644b66476c4b36462f00000000000000000000000000000
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0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 all
config mgmtuser add encrypt admin 1 97cd7eb70f940524d28939ac6f87cba5
e302d18d5f543dd7facf5c07c0fc1d671c203558 16
8ce72f0842c440f148a4a48dae3504d6000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 read-write
transfer download serverip 10.91.54.132
transfer download path ./
transfer download filename NSA-Controller-Config-RXSOP-80.txt
transfer upload datatype config
transfer upload serverip 10.91.54.132
transfer upload path ./
transfer upload filename NSA-Controller-Config-RXSOP-80.txt
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